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The implementation of the California Environmental
Quality Act is continuing to play a major role in the
formation of the state's archaeological profession. For
the first time in the history of American Archaeology we
find archaeologists being regular!'y hired for their ability
not only to locate archaeological sites, but also to
evaluate them. It is apparent that individuals who can
neither locate nor evaluate archaeological remains have
written archaeological elements for Environmental Impact
Reports. This has resulted in an increased responsibility
for the SCA to act as a sort of regulatory force to insure
the quality of archaeological elements in EIR's. Such a
function for the SCA lies within the goals of the SCA as
stated in our Constitution {printed in this issue of the
NEWSLETTER).
The Problem: I have been involved with the review of
EIR' s for the San Jose area. In the la st few months I have
reviewed reports written by a paleontologist, a local
amateur archaeologst who is not in communication with
other loca 1 avocationa 1 archaeologists, and by students
who could not clearly recognize archaeological sites in the
area or evaluate them because of lack of experience and
training. In the larger world of California the SCA
Executive Board has received a number of complaints
in regards to EIR's which have been done by incompetent
individuals and whose poor quality resulted in the loss of
archaeological sites.
The Solution: In order to solve some of the problems
that we now face it is clear that the SCA is going to have
to increase its efforts to 1) educate the public of California
concerning the value of their archaeological resources and
their non-renewable nature; and 2) act to insure that
archaeological evaluations are made by individuals who
are trained in the techniques of site survey and who can
assess their value. EIR's should objectively evaluate
sites and must take into account 1) the potential value of
archaeological resources to future generations, 2). their

value to presently organized loca 1 archaeologica 1 societies,
3) to academic archaeologists of every persuasion, and
4) to other scientists such as geologists who can utilize
the information in archaeological sites.

Nov. 10, 1973 ASA OPEN HOUSE
1:00-5:00
Laverne, California
LOUIS LEAKEY MEMORIAL LECTURE
San Francisco

Jan. 10-12,
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SOCIETY FOR HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
ANNUAL MEETING, Claremont Hotel,
Berkeley

Apr. 5, 6, 7

SOCIETY FOR CALIFORNIA ARCHAEOLOGY
ANNUAL MEETING, UC Riverside
Abstracts due Jan. 1 to Leslie Wildese>n,
Program Chairman

procedures are implimented. Avocational societies can
play a strong role in watch-dogging the EIR process by
making sure that an area's EIR's contain an archaeological
element written by a competent person, by attending
Planning Commission and City Council hearings, and by
expressing concern about the value of archaeological
sites.
Recommended Procedures: The Executive Board will
soon approve a draft of "Recommended Procedures for
Preparing and Reviewing Environmenta 1 Impact Reports
Pertinent to Archaeological Resources", written by Tom
King, Mike Moratto and Nelson Leonard III, which if
adopted by local planning agencies will go a long way
toward the insurance of adequate archaeological
evaluations. The Executive Committee is also in the
process of changing the District Archaeologist position
into District Clearinghouses which should be more
efficient in handling the increased load now handled by
District Archaeologists. The District Clearinghouses will
hopefully result in the cooperative involvement of all
professional and avocational archaeologists in assuring that
EIR evaluations are objective and account for all values
recognized by the members of each district. - -

The Role of the Avocational: Many local avocational
societies are getting involved in the EIR process, as it is
much to their interest to make certain that archaeological
resources are adequately evaluated and that mitigation
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Other important actions the S.C.A. Executive Committee
has taken are:

NEXT DEADLINE FOR NEWS:

CERTIFICATION PROGRAM: Leslie Wildes en of the UC
Riverside A .R. U. has been appointed head of a committee
to organize and impUment a statewide certification program
for avocational archaeologists.

November 15

GOVERNOR'S MANSION: I represented the SCA Executive
Committee at hearing in Sacramento concerning an injunction
against the excavation of the archaeological site at the
proposed Governor's Mansion Site in Carmichael. The
plaintifs argued that the proposed excavations at the
Governor's Mansion Site were intended to remove burials
and other materials and represented a phase in the
development of the Mansion; therefore an EIR was required
before the implementation of the archaeological project.
This position is essentially the same as that taken by the
S.C.A. Executive Board when they adopted the resolution
published in the last issue of the Newsletter stating that
salvage should be done only after a 11 possible efforts are
made to preserve a site . .I provided testimony concerning
the purposes of SCA and the resolutions adopted at the
May meetings by the Executive Board. The defendents
(General Services, the Attorney General's Office, and Parks
and Recreation) presented the argument that the Mansion Site
required at least a 5% sample in order to assess its value
for an EIR, and that their· intent was not to salvage the site
but to evaluate it. The judge in his final decision ruled
in favor of the defendants, and the project was allowed to
continue. See "Out of the Pits" in this is sue for further
implications.
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PUBLIC EDUCATION: A subject of the highest priority
that has seldom. been discussed in the NEWSLETTER is the
general public's knowledge of California's archaeological
record. In order to assure strict compliance with environmental laws, we need a public which values its prehistoric
heritage. The best way to achieve this is by informing
the public of what we do know about California prehistory
and what we can hope to learn. In short I think it is time
we l) start writing something more than site reports and
start putting together publications which summarize our
present knowledge and describe what we are doi.ng to learn
more; and 2) we need to increase the amount of exposure
California prehistory and ethnography get in newspapers
and television.
A number of individuals have suggested that the SCA
organize a synthesis of what we presently know about
California archaeology. This could either be done in one
large work or by publishing a series of monographs. I
would like to hear from all individuals who would be
interested in chairing or participating in a SCA Committee
which would have the task of implementing the publication
of a synthesis of our knowledge of California Archaeology.

THE TASK FORCE (SB 215): I also represented the S.C.A at
hearings in Sacramento on the legislation proposed by the
Governor's Task Force established by S.B. 215, while Tom
King represented the Society for American Archaeology
Committee on Public Archaeology. We provided a number of
suggested changes to the proposed leg is la tion, some of
which were adopted.

PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN: Shirley Lee has taken on the allimportant task of getting archaeological news in the media.
Archaeologists in the state need to get into the habit of
preparing press releases on their activities; send them to
Shirley and she will attempt to get them as widely
distributed in the media as possible.
CHESTER KING
President

HIGHWAYS ARCHAEOLOGY: The SCA has been at least
peripherally involved with the establishment of an archaeolgocial position within the State Department of Transportation (D.O.T. - previously Highways). Roger Cook, a
recent anthropology master's graduate from Sacramento State
University, who was working for one of the Highway
Districts as a right-of-way agent, has taken the position.
Roger's role in administering the Highway Program and the
status of previous agreements between Highways and SCA
are presently not clearly defined.
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DEAR EDITOR:

THE STATUS OF CALIFORNIA ARCHAEOLOGY: Along with
this issue of the Newsletter is S.C.A. 's Special Report No.
3- The Status of California Archaeology, by Michael Moratto.
This pa per provides data concerning the present status of
California's archaeological resources and was prepared by
the State Archaeological Task Force, on which Dr. Moratto
seives as an active member and Vice Chairman. The
booklet was designed to be of value especially for the
purpose of educating governmental agencies in the how's
and why's of dealing with archaeology. It will hopefully
receive wide distribution for this purpose.

The Carlos Dominquez Adobe located in the Santa Ana
Canyon was ruthlessly destroyed by Classic Homes, Inc.,
around August 30. The company gave no notice to
archaeologists to allow for excavations, measurements,
etc. Moreover, investigations are under way to determine
if the City of Anaheim required sufficient Environmental
Impact study.
This well preserved adobe, dated from the first half
of the Nineteenth Century, and was disguised by a two
story bungalow residence, superimposed on the earlier
structure in 1906. The adobe was about 60' long;
the original doors, windows ans packed dirt floor were
concealed by walls, veneer and wooden floor respectively.
Needless to say, the adobe could have afforded a site
for archaeological research, followed by restoration for
the bicentennial.
In the opinion of the author, the destruction of the
Carlos Dominguez adobe is another tragic incident pointing

REPUBLICATION OF CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS: It's been
years since the last printing of these items, and many
members have never seen them. As membership in the
Society requires adherence to them, it would be well to
review the constitution and bylaws, particularly the Code
of Ethics.
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up the need for a re-examination of the rights in property
and their restructuring. This is another case, where the
interests of science and the community were sacrificed
to the capricious impulses of a few.
Every society imposes restrictions on rights in property
including real estate. The scope of restrictions in our own
society must be broadened sufficiently to protect our
historic heritage.
Perhaps the destruction of one of the oldest structures
in Orange County could serve as a test case in the courtstesting the widely held assumption that rights in real
estate include the right to destroy prehistoric and historic
resources.
CHARLES N. IRWIN
Curator of Anthropology
Charles W. Bowers Me.maria!
Museum, Santa Ana.
DEAR EDITOR:
The New Yorker ran a series . of articles under its
"Reporter at Large" headline entitled, "The Plundered
Past" on March 24, March 31, and April 7, 1973.
~he
author is Karl E. Meyer. The series is long and
detailed and should be of interest to practically all
SCA members. Perhaps we could re-publish it for wide
distribution. While we are all aware of the problem
in general terms and can cite some examples, this
series gives the big picture, plus numerous well chosen
examples from many places, and it covers museums and
art sales, etc., as well as pothunting per se.
EDWARD VON DER PORTEN
Santa Rosa Junior College

feedback
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The June SCA NEWSLETTER reports the Executive
Board's May 4th resolution on Environmental Impact
Reports requiring the immediate filing of all reports with
the SCA District Archaeologist, and "unwillingness to so
file reports shall be regarded as substantial evidence of
unethical behavior." (Twelve people are elsewhere
reported at the meeting.)
The resolution is a good one and strong. EIR' s are
now important economic and political business. However,
I believe there still are unresolved ethics in conflict
between economic business, politics, academic archaeology, and "professional" business archaeology for pay.
If SCA ethics are to find consensus and be personally
adopted by each member, we should discuss such
resolutions of ethics before a much wider body of our
membership. It is only with their agreement and support
that the SCA position on this issue will be realized.
Now is the time for wider membership discussion of
th.e important issues that make the sense of this EIR
resolution so vital. However, the EIR problem seems to
me to ba a legal one rather than an ethical one.
PAUL G. CHACE
ll August 1973
MOVING?
Is your address going to change?
Remember to inform the SCA Business
Office so your NEWSLETTER will reach you.
NEWSLETTERS are not automatically
forwarded.
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Announcements
£IR ROSTER
One of the agencies with whom I am consul ting would
like to have a list of persons doing EIR work who are
available to be consultants to persons needing such
expertise. Then as work is done, professionalism and
quality will be judged and if felt not adequate, names may
be removed from the recommended list. This does not
preclude others not on the list from doing work, and the list
is merely one of information on known persons doing good
work in this region. As many statewide firms are involved
in development in this region, I would like to develop a list
of archaeologists statewide who are interested and available
to work in this area, and perhaps statewide, who are willing
to meet professional standards. I would assume
adherence to S.C.A. guidelines on EIR preparation and
evaluation to be minimum requirements.
I am trying to avoid the "fiefdom" problem, which I
believe is a problem of fear rather than reality. I also
want to be able to counter the accusation of there not
being enough "qualified" archaeologists to do the job;
qualified in environmental legislation and jargon as well
as qualified as archaeologists.
I will be glad to return to all district archaeologists
copies of such a master list that may be compiled. I
would, in addition, like to hear of any documentable
cases where persons and/or firms have behaved unprofessionally in preparation of EIR's.
Hopefully we can continue the move away from the
traditional California archaeology problem of confusing the
archaeologist's personality with his work and focus on the
maintenance of high professional standards. I feel this
has begun since the formation of the S.C.A. and can be
continued.
Names forwarded to me should have included information
such as address, phone, degrees and experience, regional
areas of competency, and geographic limits of preferred
work.
Any comments, suggestions of additional ir.fonnation
needed, anticipated problems, etc., are welcome.
ROB EDWARDS
District 5 Archaeologist
August 26, 1973

ANNUAL LOUIS LEAKEY LECTURES
TO PRESENT RAYMOND DART AND MARY LEAKEY
December 1 and 2 of this year will find the Second
Annual Louis Leakey Memorial Symposium convening in
San Francisco under the co-sponsorship of the LSB Leakey
Foundation and the California Academy of Sciences. This
week-end series of lectures and panel discussions will be
presented at the Palace of Fine Arts in Golden Gate Park.
Titled, "In Search of Man", the Symposium will feature
these distinguished participants: Dr. Raymond Dart, Dr.
Mary D. Leakey, Dr. F. Clark Howell, Dr. Jane Goodall,
Dr. Desmond Clark, Dian Fossey, Dr. David A. Hamburg,
Dr. Glynn L. Isaac, Dr. Bernard Campbell, and Dr. Richard
Hay. The two-day program will focus on crucial discoveries
in the study of man's origins and new data relating to his
behavior and survival •

The registration fee is $50; full-time students at $35.
One unit of academic credit is offered to students and
teachers through the Extension Division of the California
State University at San Francisco. The cost for this credit
will be $9.00 extra.
Please send checks and inquiries to: LSB Leakey
Foundation, 1100 Glendon Ave., #1634, LA CA 90024.

ASA OPEN HOUSE
The Archaeological Survey Association of Southern
California will hold an open house at its new Research
Center at 1251 Palomares, La Verne, CA 91750 on Nov.
10, 1973 from 1:00 to 5:00 PM. For Further Details
write ASA Open House Chairman, PO Box 516, La Verne,
CA 91750.
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NEWS OF THE PROFESSION
SCA CERTIFICATION PROGRAM COMMITTEE

sampling within a series of spatial units delineated by
environmental variables to identify patterns of site
location which will be the basis of projection for management needs.
The CDAC is considering which areas within the Desert
to recommend as pot~ntial inventory areas and priority
areas, and will firm up their recommendations at their
November meeting. Individuals are encouraged to direct
suggestions for invehtory areas to representatives of the
groups active in th'e CDAC or to Larry Bowles, Chairman,
City of Riverside Municipal Museum, 3720 Orange St.,
Riverside, CA '!2501.
MARGARET WEIDE
U. C. Long Beach

The Executive Committee of the SCA has appointed
Dr. Leslie t. Wilde sen to chair a statewide committee
on avocational certification.
The major goal of this committee is to coordinate the
various certification programs being conducted throughout
the state in order to standardize the training and criteria
necessary for being certified. In addition, the staff
of the Archaeological Research Unit, in conjunction with
the Riverside Municipal Museum, is compiling a
syllabus and textbook for statewide use in certification
courses. We would like copies of course materials now
in use, as well as suggestions for needed materials.
Please contact Dr. Wildesen if you are interested in
sitting of the Committee, and Carol Mortland, Staff
Archaeologist, with suggestions for course materials.
Their mailing address is: Archaeological Research Unit,
University of California, Riverside. 92502.

~CHANGES

THE CALIFORNIA DESERT STUDY- A PROGRESS
REPORT

Editor's Note We hope to make a regular practice of
listing new positions in this section of the NEWSLETTER.
Please keep us informed of such moves.

The future of the California Desert Study remains in the
RIVERSIDE EMPLOYS STAFF ARCHAEOLOGIST
hands of Congress, where little progress is evident in
moving the requisite legislation. However, within the
Herrick Hanks has been appointed staff arch9eologist
nucleus of ·the planning group assembled in the Bureau of
for the Riverside Bureau of Land Management District.
Land Management offices in Riverside, inventory and
He is the first archaeologist to be assigned to a BLM
planning work is underway within the limits of funding
district, and will work closely with the newly established
available. In May, the BLM issued a purchase order to the
Ranger Force to protect archaeological sites in the
Dry Lands Institute at UC Riverside for the "Development
California Desert. Rick was formerly senior archaeologist
of an archaeological program design for the California
for the Archaeological Research Unit at UC Riverside, and
Desert and determination of potential archaeological
has a Master's degree with specialty in archaeology
inventory areas and priorities." The result of many years
of efforts by southern California archaeologists, particularly from Cal State University. He has six years of field
experience in southern California archaeology, has been
the California Desert Archaeological Committee (CDAD) and
an instructor at Ventura College and Northridge, and is
the Archaeological Research Facility of UC Riverside, this
currently SCA Southern Vice President.
is the first formal step in the preparation of an archaeological element for the California Desert Study. Margaret L.
BRIEFLY NOTED:
Weide agreed to draft the program design.
The Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History has
The Desert Study area lies east of the Coast ranges
appointed a full-time archaeologist, Dee Hudson. Bill
and the .Sierra Nevada, reaching from the Mexican Border
Clewlow of UC Berkeley will take over N. Nelson Leonard
to the Saline Valey and east to the Nevada-Arizona Border,
III' s position as Director of the UCLA Archaeological
and includes more than 20 million acres. The BLM has
Survey. Margaret Weide, our South Coast Editor, has
begun to desig!late a series of inventory areas with the
Desert which will serve as study foci. The inventory
taken a year's leave of absence from Cal State University,
areas range in size from zso,'oo0-750,000 acres, and will
Long Beach, and will be spending it in Las Vegas, where
be subjected to intensive environmental study. Use of
Dave Weide, SCA's Geology Editor, has taken a teaching
position at the University of Nevada.
these areas in the archaeological element will make the
results of many other studies applicable to the archaeological research.
The BLM needs data on the expected nature and distribution or archaeological resou~ces within the Desert, so
that propoer management is possible. The approach
planned for the inventory areas by the ARU and CDAC
is extensive site survey following a program of random
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Dept. of General Services et al. - the matter of excavations
at the proposed site of the new Governor's Mansion- the
Sacramento Superior Court ruled that the excavations could
go forward. The significant point in this ruling, however,
is that the excavation was not allowed as a salvage
operation, but as an element in preparation of an
Environmental Impact Report on the Mansion project. Thus
we can assume that the archaeological site threatened by
mansion construction can still be saved, and that
a full EIR will be forthcoming when the sample excavation
is completed, upon the basis of which a decision about
the feasibility of the construction plan will be .made. This
essentially answers the concern expressed by Secretary
of State Brown, AIM, and the SCA Executive Committee
among others, that permitting the excavation to go forward
was tantamount to permitting the site to be destroyed by
the proposed construction. The ruling has somewhat
broader implications, however; the Court commented that:

9000 YEARS OF PREHISTORY AT DIABLO
CANYON, SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA
The San Luis Obispo County Archaeological Society
is pleased to announce the publication of ·Roberta S.
Greenwood's "9000 Years of Prehistory at Diablo Canyon,
San Luis Obispo County, California. The publication
presents the cultural sequence of the area from Milling
Stone through Chumash, as exemplified by excavation of
six archaeological sites along the Pecho Coast.
The document is 81/2 by ll", 120 pages long with 42
figures and 48 tables, and describes artifact and midden
analysis, seven radiocarbon dates, and 31 obsidian
hydration measurements. An Appendix by John E. Fitch,
titled "Fish remains, Primarily Otoliths, From a Coastal
Indian Midden (SL0-2) at Diablo Cove, San Luis Obispo
County California describes the recovery and identification
of 41 fish species, with implications for fishing
technology over the entire time span.
The publication can be ordered at $5. 00, plus
. 25 mailing charge, from the San Luis Obispo County
Archaeological Society, PO Box 109, San Luis Obispo,
CA 93406.
SLOCAS wishes to extend its thanks to Charles Dills,
who deserves the credit for devoting much time to
the job of publishing this important paper.

"(i)t would appear that no intelligent evaluation of
the his tori cal significance of the mansion site could
possibly be made without including therein the
information to be obtained from the work directed by
Chapter 103, Statutes of 1973 (sic. the 5% sample
excavation and analysis), and any environmental
impact report prepared without such information
would be seriously deficient"
While it would be adventurous to suggest that this
ruling indicates that every EIR should include sufficient
funding for a 5% sample excavation of any suspected
archaeological site, it certainly is something to throw
at the next planner who tells you that archaeology needn't
be seriously considered in EIR preparation. Citation:
Brown et al v. Department of General Services et al. ,
Sacramento County Superior Court #236723.

LUTHER BERTRANDO
SLOCAS

Out Of The Pits

EARTH SCIENCE AND
ARCHAEOLOGY
Column No. 5
David L. Weide

by TOM KING
UP FROM THE PITS will be brief and news-oriented
this issue, both to save space in an otherwise jammed
issue and because the various professional, ethical, and
personal controversies racking California archaeology,
which constitute a rather unavoidable topic, are just too
much like summer reruns to bear serious discussion. There
are two recent developments, of relatively uncontroversial
nature, fortunately, of which you should be aware:

1. THE MOSS-BENNETT ARCHAEOLOGY SALVAGE BILL
seems to have cleared the House Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs, after an expert mobilization of
testimony by Dr. Carl Chapman of the University of
Missouri. Some amendments to the bill are being
entertained by the Subcommittee on National Parks and
Recreation before reporting it out to the full Committee and
the floor, but none of these are of crucial importance.
Expected opposition to the bill among some federal agencies
did not turn out to be nearly as hard to handle as had been
predicted, and the bill stands an excellent chance of being
passed this session. Your letters, phone calls, and other
contacts with your Representatives in Congress have been
crucial to se cces s thus far. The next big hurdle,
presumably, will be the President.
2.

In the much-publicized case of Brown et

al. vs.
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Your friendly editor is still in a mild state of culture
shock after abandoning the cool, foggy California coastline in favor of the heart of Arid America- the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas. The past few months have been
spent in packing, moving, and unpacking while trying
to develop three simultaneous courses in physical
geography and geomorphology. So ... somewhere amidst
the 53 packing crates of scientific material (read "junk")
strewn about my office are the notes for September's
column. In unpacking books, it occurred to me that a
basic bibliography of books pertaining to earth science
and archaeology might be helpful for those who wish to
pursue the topic further. Books that contain helpful
information cut across numerous fields including geology.
geography, botany, chemistry, and zoology, but a well
stocked library (like a well stocked wine cellar) might
include:
Wright, H.E. and D.G. Frey (eds.) (1965) The Quaternary
of the United states. Princeton University Press, 992p.
Martin, P.S. (1963) The Last 10,000 Years.
of Arizona Press. 87 p.

University

Schoenwetter, J. and F. W. Eddy. (1964) Alluvial and
Palynological Reconstructions of Environments.
Museum of New Mexico Press, Santa Fe. 155p.

Congress). Yale University Press. 453 p.
Morrison, R.B. and H.E. Wright, Jr . (eds.) (1967)
Quaternary Soils . (Vol. 9 of the VII INQUA Congress) .
Desert Research Institute, Reno, Nevada. 338 p.

Hester , J. J . and J. Schoenwetter (1964). The Reconstructtion of Past Environments. Fort Burgwin Research
Center, Ptblication No. 3 (PO Box 212, Rancho de Taos,
New Mexico.)

Leopold, L.B ., M.G. Wolman, and J.P. Miller (1964)
Fluvial Processes in Geomorphology . W. H. Freeman
and Co. 522 p.

Wendorf, F. (1961) Paleoecology of the Llano Estacado ·.
Fort Nurgwin Research Center, Pub. No. 2.

King, C .A . M . (1966) Techniques in Geomorphology.
Edward Arnold Ltd . (Lo ndon) . 34 2 p.

Morrison, R.B. and H.E. Wright Jr. (eds.) (1968). Means
of Correlation of Quaternary Successions. (Vol. 8
of the VII INQUA Congress) University of Utah Press.
631 p .

Royal Meteorological Society (19 66) World Climate from
8, 000 to 0 B .C. (NOTE: This is very difficult to
obtain. You might try: Royal Meteorological Society,
49 Cromwell Road. London, S.W. 7, England.)

Turek ian, K.K. (ed.) (1971) Late Cenozoic Glacial Ages.
Yale Unive rsity Press. 606 p.

Pyddoke, E. (1961) Stratification for the Archaeologist.
Phoenix House Ltd. London. (10-13 Bedford St., Strand,
London, W.C. 2, England).

Cushing, E.J. and H.E. Wright, Jr . (eds) (1967)
Quaternary Paleoecology. (Vol. 7 of the VII INQUA
Congress). Yale University Press. 433 p,
Martin, P.E. and H.E. Wright Jr. (eds.) (1967)
Pleistocene Extinctions. (Vol. 6 of the VII INQUA
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This list is by no means complete. As I continue to
unpack and come acres s more "gems" I will (hopefully) add
more at some future time . Until the next column we bid
you farewell (and hello.') from the Department of Geoscience,
University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89109.

Reports
THE GREAT MENDOCINO BLADE CACHE
During October of last year, Les White, Archaeologi·
cal Coordinator, Mendocino Na.t ional Forest, discovered a
few obsidian blades eroding out of a road-cut on Noel
Spring Ridge about thirty miles due west of Willows (197 2).
A few days later, Don Miller, Forest Service Regional
Archaeologist, arrived at the site; he surmised that fewer
than ten undisturbed blades probably remained within the
cut-bank, and proceeded to open a 4 x 4 foot pit on the
surface in order to work down about a foot for an exposure.
By nightfall twenty-seven blades (predominately ovate
biface s ) were exposed. The first winter snow fell that
night. The entire feature remained under snow until late
April when Miller returned with Les White, his son Greg,
and Mike Boynton and Debbie McCall from Chico State.
It took five days to completely record and remove
the artifacts from the cache. All individual pieces were
measured accurately (within . 5 cm.) , drawn, photographed
and removed. Soil samples were removed according to the
following proveniences: 1) outside pit, 2) cache pit, and
3) blade matrix. The soils will receive mechanical and
chemical analysis ·to quantify any variati.on between these
three components. Quantities of charcoal were removed
from the pit. Several sizable fragments were in direct
association with the obsidian artifacts- these will undergo
cellular analysis prior to selection for radiometric
analysis.
By the end of excavation a total of 69 obsidian
artifacts were removed: 63 in situ , 6 ex situ. The
artifacts represent a range ~lank~at appear to
be complete , leaf shaped, ovate bifaces.
The artifacts are presently undergoing x-ray
fluorescence tests at UC Berkeley, As of this writing
(6/ 12/73) fifty have. been tested and, according to Tom
Jackson (1973), they all appear t o be from the Borax Lake
obsidian source (Jack and Charmichael 1969 : 17-32). After
cla ssificatlon, the artifacts will undergo obsidian hydration tests.
For further information, write or call Don Miller,

US Forest Service, 630 Sansome Street, San Fra ncisco ,
CA 94lll (415-556-4175).
References
JACK, R.N. and I.S.E. Charmichael
1969 "The Chemical 'Fingerprinting' o f Acid Volcanic
Rocks". California Division of Mines and
Geology, Special Report 100.
JACKSON , Tom
1973 Personal Communication. San Francisco
WHITE, Les
1972 Archaeological Site Survey Record No. 05-9 8-53£. On file US Forest Service , San Francis co.
DON MILLER
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TEXAS STREET AND BUCHANAN CANYON
EXCAVATIONS
This summer the University of San Diego was involved
in the excavation of two interrelated sites: Texas Street
and Buchanan Canyon. Work took place from June 25August 3, 1973.
The excavation of Texas Street was directed by Dr.
George F. Carter of Texas A & M University and Herbert
L. Minshall. Dick Gadler, a graduate student at USC,
served as assistant site director, The crew consisted
mainly of volunteers with some students from the field
class supplimenting the work force. This is the same
site where 20 years ago Dr. Carter found fire hearths
and quartzite tools which proved to be so controversial.
This is the first time, however, that the site has been
subjected to controlled archaeology.
Five six foot square units were excavated to a depth
of three feet below the datum. A few inches below the
surface was encountered a layer of cracked rock embedded
in a matrix of hard clay. Some of the stones from this
layer appeared to have been broken by heat and had a
color suggesting fire staining. Below the layer of cracked
rock came a level of loamy clay. It was in this level
of softer clay that several distincf stone tools were
uncovered. Beneath this level was found another layer
of hard rock. Pieces of charcoal appeared throughout the
excavation, an? one well defined hearth was exposed
in the northest corner of the site,
Buchanan Canyon, one mile west of Texas St., served
as the primary site for USD's field class. Professor James
R. Moriarty III was director of the class and Richard
Coyer, a graduate student, served as assistant. Three
6' square units were dug to a depth of four to eight feet
into the canyon floor.
The upper layers of slope wash yielded a wide
variety of historic material ranging from bottle glass to
marbles and tum-of-the-century chinaware. At a depth
of four feet in the northeast corner of the site a level of
clay was exposed. Several stone tools were recovered
along the periphery of this clay block, but no artifacts
appeared above the clay. Cutting into the clay block
produced black material very similar to that discovered
at Texas St. Whether this material is the result of fire
or natural carbonif!cation is being examined now. Some
stone artifacts also turned up in situ within the clay.
The stone artifacts discovered at both sites appear
to be man-made and not accidents of nature. In certain
cases some of the specimens taken from both sites are
exact duplicates of each other. Most, however, are
different in style and material. Most of the artifacts
taken from Texaa St. are made of quartzite, while the
Buchanan Canyon specimens lean towards porphyry with
a lesser number of quartzite items. Some specimens
show evidence of bi-polar flaking and certain items from
Buchanan Canyon, thought to be anvil stones, tend to
su pport this type of manufacture. At this time the
similarity in artifact types sup ports the idea that these
sites are interrelated and probably inhabited by the same
culture. In general the artifacts taken from both sites
do not resemble the artifact assemblages for the three
known cultures in San Diego County (San DieguitoLa Jolla- Dieguenoi.
At the moment there is too little evidence to show
where Texas St./Buchanan Canyon belongs in San Diego's
prehistory. So far two ideas have been advanced: 1)
the sites represent an early or ancestral phase of the
San Dieguito complex. Most San Dieguito sites found
along the coast are in their last stages and sometimes
merge into the beginning of the La Jolla complex
[9020± 500 B.P. 9LJ-967)]. Little is known about the

early phases of the San Dieguito and these sites may fill
that gap. Under this theory the sites are probably not
much older than 10, 000 B.P. The other possibility 2)
is that these sites represent a fourth culture for Southern
Califoi:nia and one that is older than the San Dieguito.
If this is the case, then the sites are probably older
than 10, 000 B. P. in age. Just how much older is not
certain at this time and no dates are being advanced yet.
RICHARD J. COYER
University of San Diego
llSeptember, 1973
DAISY JACOB SITE, WESTERN SISKIYOU CO.
The Michigan State University field project on the
Klamath River included test excavations at a small protohistoric and historic village site southwest of Happy Camp
in western Siskiyou County. Between July 30 and August
4, 1972, a crew of four students directed by Janet Brashler
excavated a series of occupation levels at the Daisy
Jacob Site (site number still pending). This site is at a
major stream confluence about six miles downstream from
Happy Camp. Ms. Jacob, at the time the oldest surviving
Karok Indian in the region, held title to the land through
the Indian Land Allotment Act of 1921, altough the property
is believed to have belonged formerly to the family of Mr.
Ned Rasper. Mr. Rasper, who died in 1943 at an age of
no less than llS, was a prominent Karok religious leader,
a teacher of priests for the World Renewal ceremonial
cycle (Pickiawish), and was one of l\. L. Kroeber' s
prominent Karok informants.
The Daisy Jacob Site is a small pithouse village site
situated 50 feet above the Klamath River. Seven surviving
pithouse depressions ranging from nine to 20 feet in
diameter are clustered on a half acre of open ground in a
Douglas Fir forest intermixed with deciduous trees. The
field crew excavated most of a depression 15 feet across.
The matrix was shoveled into 1/4 inch mesh screens,
using five foot square provenience units and six-inch
levels. At a depth of 36 inches, the operation had to be
halted for the season, but sterile soil had not been
reached,
Excavations showed a sequence of two superimposed
floors dating from around the contact period of A. D. 1849.
The lower floor was prehistoric, while the upper held
several metal artifacts plus an 1853 dime. Both floors
contained obsidian projectile points, including Gunther
Island barbed, less extreme barbed types, stemmed forms,
and short side-notched types. AU are Late Period
diagnostics. Hydration readings so far all fail to give
readings of even a micron of hydration on obsidian on the
floors. Typical lithic toolkits, including scrapers ,
chipping detritus, cores, utilized flakes, bifaces and
milling tool fragments, were found on the floors. The
more recent floor also held a half of a metal scissors, a
punctured thimble which in the Karok area was used more
for clothing ornament than as a sewing aid, a strip of
metal, and the 1853 dime. Otherwise the two floors
were essentially alike in content.
Both floors were sealed by collapsed roofs. The house
timbers and fireplace contents of the floors provide good
radiocarbon samples, to be run when funds permit. Fauna!
and floral samples also were taken from the floors, and
analysis of these samples along with the artifacts is
underway at Michigan State.
The Daisy Jacob floors represent the first Karok
architecture to have been excavated. They permit revisions
of Kroeber's description of Karok architecture in Handbook
of California Indians (1925), p. 78-83, Plates 10, 12.
Kroeber describes Karok architecture as a variant of

Yurok architecture. In the design of contemporary sweathouses used in the Pickiawish ceremony at Katamin in
the last few years, the form which Kroeber illustrates is
represented. The domestic architecture which was
excavated at the Daisy Jacob Site does not follow the
Yurok pattern, though. Yurok houses are rectangular,
above-surface affairs made of cedar or redwood planks
fastened to a pitched-roof framework of poles. A family
of means had a roof with two or preferably three pitches,
while poorer households had roofs with one or two pitches.
The Daisy Jacob houses by contrast were semisubterranean pit houses of the Central California variety. Their
Late Period to Contact date places them in the Karok
ethnographic tradition. Their pits were two to three feet
deep. They were round rather than rectangular. No
evidence of a surface doorway was found. There was
a central fireplace, around which the dirt floor was packed
but not plastered. Heavy shale slabs apparently were
used to help keep the roof in place. They fell into the
pit when the houses burned down. The slabs suggest
that the roof was conical and was made of bark sheets.
Evidence was found for peripheral support posts but no
center posts were found in the floor. This suggests that the

Historic

framework was a conical arrangement of saplings joined at
the top. The thickness of the saplings precludes a beehive
house shape. Most likely a smokehole was left at the top
while it is suspected that a hole in the side of the covering
at ground level served as a doorway. The houses each
provided a floor area of around 200 to 250 square feet.
They clearly were residences for nuclear families.
Kroeber's.estimate of an average of 7 .5 persons per household could fit this size structure. A population of 40 to 50
persons for the whole settlement is suggested.
The Daisy Jacob Site has been shown though testing to
provide a very good laboratory for the study of the effects
of European contact on an Indian community. The
stratified nature of the site should allow for fairly precise
dating of each household's occupation. Excavation can
determine what aspects of Karok culture were first affected
by contact and to what degree, it is hoped. Funds
permitting, a further season at the Daisy Jacob Site is
planned for 1975.
JOSEPH L. CHARTKOFF
KERRY K. CHARTKOFF
Michigan State University
September, 1973
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Archaeology

Edited by PAUL J. F. SCHUMACHER
MISSION SAN FERNANDO REY
In April and May of 1973, salvage excavations of the
1804-06 church of Mission San Fernando Rey, Los Angeles,
were undertaken by Roger E •. Kelly, Cal State University
at Northridge. The demolition of the historic church,
severly damaged by the Feb. 1971 earthquake and closed
for two years, was done under a permit issued by the
Cultural Heritage Board of Los Angeles and preeceded
the planned construction of a replica building on the
same spot. No archaeological research was requested
prior to demolition, although the mission complex is on
the National Register of Historic Places. Salvage operations were restr:!.§ted to subfloor levels since all
foundations, walls and most floor surfaces were removed
by machinery. Excavations within the confines of floor
areas did reveal several burials of both primary and secondary depositions, a sequence of tile and earthen floor
levels, and a probably remnant of a 1799 structure
foundation, that of the second church of the Mission which
was replaced by the now-demolished building. Bulldozer
operations exposed two coffin burials, one on the gospel
side of the nave, near the altar rail steps, and a second on
the epistle side, near the base of the church walls. The
former may be the remains of Father Tom~s Est~naga
buried in 1847, and the latter may be Father Jose de Miguel,
buried in 1813. Other coffin burials found in central nave
locations have not been identified but may be laypersons.
Two secondary burials of disarticulated bones found in
wooden crate-like boxes may be the result of digging
in the sanctuary area and reburial of ~mains early in the
20th century. Only a few artifacts were recovered: glass
beads, a religious medallion, coffin nails, and a brass
button were found with skeletal remains. Architecural
features such as cobble foundations, nineteenth century
roof and floor tiles, and stratigraphic relationships of
floors were mapped and recorded. Analysis of skeletal
remains, to be reburied below the replica church floors,
and artifacts is being accomplished by student staff
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archaeologists of the Northridge Archaeological Research
Center, a facility of CSUN' s Department of Anthropology.
Additional historical and archival research relative to
burial records especially is being done through Church
historians.
BA N CR 0 F T RA N CH H 0 U SE
'Ihe excavations at the Bancroft Ranch House, San Diego,
continue. Recently a field to the east of the original site
containing a great deal of undisturbed material was opened
up. The ranch house is now dated at circa 1861-1885. The
date 1861 is five years removed from the date earlier
postulated as the date of construction for this house, which
was made from a ship. However, recent research verifies
the fact that as late as November of 1860 the Clarissa
Andrews was till afloat and thus unable to be an adobe
house.
RICHARD CARRICO
COOPER-MOLERA HOUSE, MONTERY
Of the private residences dating from Spanish-Mexican
days which still stand in Monterey, one of the most
impressive is the Cooper-Molera house, a big, two-story,
adobe-walled structure, built in the early 1830' s. Bequeathed
to the National Trust for Historic Preservation and leased
by the California State Division of Parks and Recreation,
the house will be restored and opened to the public. A
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preliminary archaeological study of the building was
conducted July 30 to August ll, 1973 to gather information
on what the house originally looked like and how it had
changed over the years. The work was carried out .under a
contract between the Division of Parks and Recreation and
the IA County Museum of Natural History; Dr. W. J. Wallace
was in charge of the investigations.
The very limited excavations showed that the adobe, as
seen today, is not a single sturcture, but a series of
separate units erected at different times and joined together.
OLD WASHOE CITY
From our Nevada colleagues we learn that the Am-Arcs
of Nevada have been excavating at the site of Old
Washoe City. The site is located 1/8 mile east of US
395, 13 miles north of Carson City. Washoe City
was a booming county seat in the 1860's but in 1871
the county seat was moved to Reno, and the town died.
It served the Comstock during its years of existance.
Now under the leadership of Warren L. d'Azevedo, Mary
Rusco, and Donald Touhy, the Am-Arcs have uncovered
basement foundations of several buildings, one of which
they believe is "Mc. Farland's New Brick Block".
(Ref.- Dorothy p. Dansie, "Washoe City Project- A
Preliminary Report on AM-ARCS' Site 26 WA 1436",
Nevada Archaeologist, Vol. 1, Aug. 7, 1972.
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Ronald V. May of San Diego has a report, "An
Archaeological Survey of Mission Santo Tomas, Baja
California" in the Pacific Coast Archaeological Society
Quarterly, Vol. 9, No. 1, Jan. 1973, pp. 48-64. In
June 1972 four archaeologists from C.S.U. San Diego
traveled down to p uerto Santo Tomas Village in Baja
Califronia and made a surface reconnaissance of the
Mission Santo Tomas, last mentioned by Meigs in 1935.
There has been some question as to whether or not it
actually is the mission site. The mission fourished
from 1795 to 1849. The present survey revealed a large
quadrangle with an open end at the east and a partially
standing building reputed to be the church.
It is quite
different from theoone Meigs shows in his publication,
and therefor his could have been the first mission site
which was moved after only two years due to disease
and discontent.
May's survey revealed a few sherds of
San Elizario Polychorme, a type of Majolico which dates
from 1750 to 1800.HHe is certain that this could only
have been broken at a late 18th Century mission or
presidia. The English transfer-print sherds date from
the early 19th Century and that jives with the
abandonment date of 1849 on the mission records.
A particular type of Tizon Brown Ware was found in
greater abundance there than at any other site seen
by the author in either Alta or Baja California. A
second concentration of occupational debris outside the
quadrangle and slightly to the northeast indicates
that some members of the community did not move up to
the present town of Santo Tomas right away, but merely
moved outside the walls. The fonns of ceramics
indicate that they finally moved away around the 1920' s.
May concluded that this is indeed the second mission
site. The report describes for the first time the layout
of the mission and includes a pen and ink sketch.
For a number of years various archaeologists have
worked on the Chapel site at the Santa Barbara Royal
Praesidio. The outlines of the stone foundation walls
have been defined in broad tenns, and a large collection of china, glass, and other materials have been
recovered.

The latest excavations are the first stage in a long
tenn project designed to complete the excavation of the
Chapel preparatory to restoration. Work has initially
been concentrated on defining the relationship between
the Padre's Quarters and the outer defense wall of the
Praesidio. We are also removing the deposits inside
the sacristry at the back of the chapel, but finds there
have so far been minimal.
Another major research problem is that of the Bell
Tower, thought to have been built near the entrance to
the chapel. This may have been an adobe structure, or,
alternatively, a wooden stand with bells hung on it. We
are completing some excavations started in previous years
in an attempt to find the site of the tower, or the
posts of the stand. So far the search has proved
abortive, largely because of recent disturbance on the
site.
Future investigations will focus on the artifacts from
the site, and on the few sherds of Majolica found.
The Santa Barbara Historical Trust plans to coninue
work on the Praesidio in future seasons, but I hope
myself also to tackle some historical sites in Santa
Barbara County which are reflective of different economic
activities in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
-Brian M. Fagan, UCSB, Nov. 18, 1972

BADGER

FLAT

LITHIC

ANALYSIS

A survey and lithic analysis of the Badger Flat
area, east of Huntington Lake in northern Fresno
County, has now been completed for the US Forest
Service, Sierra National Forest. We encountered one
large habitation site (05-15-53-104 in the USFS system)
located on one of the major trans-Sierra trade routes.
The site is characterized by a dense midden soil, 30
bedrock mortars and 13 bedrock metates, and a heavy
surface scatter of obsidian debitage and fire-cracked
rock.
The elevation is 8200 ', on the north bank of
Rancheria Creek.
The debitage consists almost exclusively of
biface trimming flakes , removed by percussion and
pressure techniques. The mean waste flake length
was 1.4 cm., and less than 2% of the specimens
carried cortex. These lines of evidence point to
only the final stages in the finishing of bifacially
flaked implements being performed on the habitation
site itself.
However, interestingly enough, three loci
of chipping activities (designated 05-15-53-lll) werE
encountered 200 m. northeast of the habitation site.
Each of these consisted of a larger mean length
(2. 2 cm.) and a much higher percentage of cortex
(14%).
If the two sites are contemporaneous, which
they probably are, then it seems that the primary
processing of the obsidian nodule was performed
somewhere between the quarry (east of the Sierras and
south of Mono Lake) and the survey area, with
intermediate processing performed away from the village
(at lll), and final manufacturing conducted within the
village itself.
Research at Badger Flat is part of a larger program
of interpretation of the aboriginal Sierran-San Joaquin
Valley lithic inductry conducted at California State
University, Fresno. We are attempting to develop
indices which are sensitive to the variations in (or
stages of) the reduction strategies which occured at
the quarries, at intermediate loci during trade and
trans-shipment, or at the habitation sites. Qualitative
and quantitative indicators, for instance, the frequency
CONT. P. II
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CURRENT FIELDWORK
NATURE Of PROJECT (SURVEY, EXCAVATION, SALVAGE,
EDITOR'S NOTE: The purpose of this column is to provide
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT, ETC.) COUNTY,
a permanent record of all archaeology done in the state.
DIRECTOR, AND WHERE THE DATA IS LOCATED.
Please help us make this list complete by submitting the
following _i_nformat!on on a regular basis: NAME OF PROJECT,
PROJECT

LOCATION

DIRECTOR

DATES

DATA AVAILABLE

Gle-18 & Gle-SlOS field class excavations
Gle-SlOl field class excavations
Johns-Mansville Plant EIR
Red Bluff Mobile Home Park & Lake
California EIR's
Dry Creek Survey EIR
Manzanita Bridge EIR
But-S478 excavations , field class
Pentz Road Survey EIR
Hamilton City Bridge EIR
Graeagle Survey EIR
Forest Glen Survey EIR
Slate Creek Survey EIR

Glenn Co.
Glenn Co.
Glenn Co.

K. Johnson
K. Johnson
Les White

June 1973
Summer 197 2
July 1973

csuc
csuc
scuc

July 1973
November 1971
January 197 3
1971-present
October 1972
March 197 3
August 1973
March 197 3
October 1972

csuc
CS-UC
csuc
csuc
csuc
csuc
csuc
csuc
csuc

Sept. 1972

csuc

Tehama Co.
Tehama Co.
Butte Co.
Butte Co.
Butte Co.
Butte & Glenn Cos.
Plumas Co.
Trinity Co.
Shasta Co.

K. Johnson
Mark Kowta
Keith Johnson
Mark Kowta
Keith Johnson
K. Johnson & J. Horn
Mike Boynton
Keith Johnson
K. Johnson & E.
Clewett
Mccardle Flat Survey EIR
Shasta Co.
E. Clewett & K.
Johnson
Sis-SS excavations
Siskiyou Co.
Mike Boynton
Agriculture Inspection Station EIR
Siskiyou Co.
Keith Johnson
Hallelujah Junction Survey EIR
Lassen Co.
K. Johnson
Ward Upson
Sonoma Co.
Gossage Creek Excavation
Russian River-Terra Linda Aqueduct survey
Sonoma & Marin Cos. Tom King & Ron King
Sonoma Co.
J. Rauschkolb
Cotati Creek survey
Sonoma Co.
Tom Jackson
Sea Ranch salvage excavations
J. Rauschkolb
Sonoma Co.
Son-222 sample excavations
Rob Edwards
Son-358 salvage excavations
Sonoma Co.
Dave Fredrickson
The Geysers geothermal development survey Sonoma Go.
Tom King
Current Sonoma Co. road projects survey
Sonoma Co.
Tom King
Bodega Head radiobeacon survey
Sonoma Co.
Tom King et al.
Sonoma Valley
Survey of 3 sma 11 subdivisions
Tom King et al.
City of Santa Rosa
Survey of 4 subdivisions
Downtown Santa Rosa urban renewal
City of Santa Rosa
Ron Melander
historic archaeology survey
Survey, County Road near Ruth
Trinity Co.
Rob Edwards
Lakeport & Borax Lake regions; survey
Lake Co.
G. Berg
Kelsey Creek burial salvage
Lake Co.
Ron King
Walker Creek Reservoir
Marin Co.
B. Georke
Pacheco Ranch excavations (Mrn-152)
Marin Co.
Don Thieler
6th St. & Big Basin Way Salvage,
Saratoga, SCI Co.
Chester & Linda King,
Chuck Anderson
Moss Landing Survey
Monterey Co.
R. S. Greenwood
Los Liones Canyon Plan, arch. element
Los Angeles
R. S. Greenwood
Los Angeles
7 Municipal Parks, survey
R. S. Greenwood
Gerald A. Smith &
Ruth DeEtte Simpson
Roger Robinson

Crowder Canyon excavations

Antelope Valley survey

Southern Kern Co.
(Antelope Valley)
N.L.A.Co.

Fairmont Butte Survey & Surface Analysis
Vidal survey
Casa Diablo excavation

N.L.A.Co.
June Cobb
Eastern Riverside Co. L.E. Wildesen
Owens Valley
Carol Mortland

AVC-10 village excavation

Antelope Valley Arch.
Society

Lucerne Valley survey
Coachella Valley excavation

Carol Mortland
Phil Wilke
10

August 1973
July 197 3
July 1972
July 197 3
July-August 1973
P.ugust 1973
June 197 3
July 197 3
June 197 3
July 197 3
June-August 19 7 3
August 1973
June-August 1973
June-August 1973
July 197 3
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csuc
csuc
csuc
cs cs
cs cs
cs cs
AETAM
cs cs
cscs
cs cs
cs cs
cs cs
cs cs
cs cs
cs cs
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July 197 3
cs cs
July 197 3
cscs
August - Sept. '73 cscs
July 197 3
AETAM
Spring 1973
MAPOM
June 197 3
West Valley College
June 197 3
June 197 3
August 197 3
July 197 3
19 72-197 3
1972-cont.

1972-197 3
current
fall '73spring '74
current
current

Cabrillo Col-lege
UCLA Arch. Survey
LA Dept. Rec. &
Parks, UCLAAS
San Bernardino Co.
Museum
Antelope Valley
College
Antelope Valley
College
ARU-UCR
ARU-UCR
ARU-UCR
ARU-UCR
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course proposal from Ken Bone.

of cortex mean weight and length, and the nature or
type of d~bitage, are being developed.
These indices
are also useful for other purposes; George Young .
recently used these indices to test whether Foo~1ll
Yakut villages were socio-economically ranked with
respect to access to obsidian, or whether access was
egalitarian. The results indicated that the size of the
village was not correlated with access, and therefore
no ranking was detected.
PAYSON SHEETS
California State University,
Fresno. Aug. 17, 1973

ANTHROPOLOGICAL CLEARINGHOUSE
In addition to the archaeology course, Ken has also
made course outilnes for a cultural anthropology and
physical anthropology course for high school students.
He would like to serve as a free clearinghouse for
archaeology/anthropology materials to upgrade higb school
materials and competency. If you have materiale, programs,
etc., that you would like to share with junior \;fgh through
college level instructors, please send th<i.lll- to him and
he will make them available. To obtain copies of his
archaeology, physical or cultural anthropology courses,
send a self-addressed, stamped manila envelope for each
item, or add a stamp on one envelope for each of the
items. He also is making available a list of texts and
source books for high school and college teachers of
archaeology, and is accumalating a mailing list for
future mailings of anthropology materials. His address:
1011 Mt. Carmel Drive, San Jose, CA 95120.

• EDUCATION
HIGH-SCHOOL ARCHAEOLOGY FIELD COURSE OUTLINE
AVAfLABLE
Ken Bone of Blackford High School in Campbell,
California has written a model program for an archaeology/
paleontology course that includes field work.
The program is noteworthy for its emphasis on
responsibility in archaeology. It states, "Unfortunately,
Archaeology/Paleontolology is one of the few sciences
that necessarily requires permanent destrucnon of a site
matrix in order to gain knowledge or artifact from a site.
Therefore, there is a definite need and res oonsibility
of the educational system on all levels to develop
responsible courses that will help the community realize
and appreciate its rich cultural past and at the same time
guide and educate the students in the proper scientific
archaeologicaVpaleontological techniques and the
preservation of its valuable data. This proposed course,
therefore, will provide our high school student an
unprecedented opportunity to constructively contribute to
his community."
I recommend that anyone contemplating teaching field
archaeology at the high school level obtain a copy of this
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RESEARCH

by Chester King

RESULTS
Due to space limitations RESEARCH RESULTS will not
be included in this issue of the NEWSLETTER. However,
it should be noted that in the last column in the series the
typist omitted the following paragraph, which describes a
fourth step in the manufacturing process of O!ivella wall
discs. It should be inserted after step three:
4. The drilled chipped discs were strung and groun~
into smooth discs on an abrasive stone {see Malinowski's
Argonauts of the Western Pacific Plate LII). The material
used for stringing was evidentally either the string to be
used for the finished beads, or some material such as
split tule which could be used to hold the discs stiffly
when they were ground down .
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